A Pattern Language
for
Urban Agriculture

One of many possible combinations of patterns
based upon the work of
Christopher Alexander et alia

From the distribution of towns to
paving with cracks between the stones
The Distribution of Towns
Agricultural Valleys
The Countryside
Mosaic of Subcultures
Community of 7000
Web of Shopping

shops of same type

gap

locate here
Access to Water
Work Community
Market of Many Shops
Green Streets
Small Public Squares
Pools and Streams
Common Land
Public Outdoor Room
Self-Governing Workshops and Offices
Food Stands
Shielded Parking

shield

parking enclosure

car parking gates
South Facing Outdoors
Positive Outdoor Space
Half-Hidden Garden

Diagram showing a house connected to a garden with an entrance.
Hierarchy of Open Space
Intimacy Gradient

- entrance
- public
- semi-public
- private
Zen View

place of transition

distant view
Farmhouse Kitchen
Communal Eating
Connection to the Earth
Fruit Trees
Garden Growing Wild
Greenhouse
Garden Seat
Vegetable Garden
Compost
Eating Atmosphere

light in the middle
Windows Which Open Wide
Climbing Plants
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http://solarray.blogspot.com
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